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Hi and welcome along spending a day on the fantastic Archipelago Sea in a Sea Kayak!

During the trip you will experience some of the beautiful archipelago of Turku and Naantali in the best way
possible while at the same time learning some sea kayaking basics.
The languages spoken during the trip will be English, Finnish and
Swedish according with the demand.
We will start at Saaroniemi on the Ruissalo Island at 10:30am. You
can catch the number 8 bus from the Turku center Market Square
to Ruissalo, bus stop T39 by the crossing of Aurakatu and
Eerikinkatu on the Eerikinkatu side. A suitable bus leaves at
10:00am, although it is possible to take the bus earlier (leaves
every 30’) if you want to spend some time on Ruissalo. Jump off
the bus after 25 minutes on its end stop on Ruissalo Camping. You
will find us when you walk down to the swimming beach and then
walk right along the beach 200 meters. We ask you to please be
ready to start with suitable clothes on at 10:30am so that we are
able to get going.
Bring the following with you:





Clothes according to weather (soft and
weatherproof)
a full clothes change in a plastic bag, for the
case that you would get wet
sunglasses
a cap




sandals or other soft shoes (you can also
paddle barefoot)
extra energy and something drink
(chocolate bars, fruit and at least ½l water
or similar)

During the trip, we will serve field lunch, coffee and tea.

The pace and length of the tour is adjusted according with the weather and the participants. We will be back at
Saaroniemi around 5:30pm, and anyone wanting transportation back to Turku will be offered transportation. If
you want to stay on Ruissalo for a while, bus 8 leaves every half hour.
In any questions, please contact Aavameri on info@seakayaking.fi or by mobile phone +358 44 980 77 88.
A warm welcome along!
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